WE GET RETURNING TO WORK
AND SCHOOL SAFELY.
SANITIZING
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
THAT STREAMLINE YOUR
SAFETY PROTOCOLS

Quickly, easily and safely clean and sanitize
objects and surfaces using UVC lighting. UVC
lighting can be both an unobtrusive and
effective way to control pathogens.

As organizations prepare their
return to work and school strategies,
key technologies will play a critical
role in addressing concerns to bring
employees, students and teachers
back safely.
With new guidelines and
recommendations around social
distancing, sanitizing practices and
thermal screening, companies and
schools have been tasked with
finding the most relevant and
effective technologies to create a
safe atmosphere. CDW is here to
help organizations build solutions to
create peace of mind for employees
and students alike.
With our strategic focus and key
partnerships, CDW is positioned to
assist organizations in taking proofs
of concept to implementation.

CDW offers services to assist in creating a
sanitization plan that includes collecting and
disinfecting devices in accordance with OEM
standards, WHO guidelines and CDW
requirements. We can help reduce the spread
of germs and provide a safer environment with
services that include device sanitization, complete
end-to-end project management, device
collection and return, PPE and CDC-approved
cleaning supplies and ISSA/Pandemic certification*.

THERMAL SCREENING
Thermal screening can help organizations
pre-screen larger volumes of people as part of
a process to meet the CDC's recommendation
to check all individuals for a fever before they
enter a building.
Thermal cameras provide an estimated skin
temperature (EST) for pre-screen purposes.
If the EST exceeds a threshold, a secondary
screening should be done with a medical-grade
thermometer to confirm a temperature.

Thermal cameras provide a
no-touch solution for monitoring
workers and guests entering a
building or area of a building and
offer an additional layer of
protection to avoid infection
when combined with other
protective techniques.
Mounted, cart and kiosk
solutions are available.

Schools and businesses alike need to ensure
adequate supplies (e.g., soap, paper towels,
hand sanitizer, tissue) to support healthy
hygiene practices according to CDC guidelines.
By offering hand sanitizing stations with
personalized messaging through integrated
digital signage, companies and schools can
remind coworkers/students to sanitize their
hands, show proper hand-washing techniques,
create customized updates for their buildings
and more.
*Not available for all vendors

CDW has been helping with the many IT challenges different customers have been experiencing
throughout the COVID-19 outbreak and we want to share that expertise and knowledge with you.
Contact your account manager at 800.808.4239 or visit CDW.com/WFH to learn more.

BEHIND THE SCENES
CDW Amplified™ Services
Our experts know what to look
for and how to design for your
immediate challenges. We’ll help
you find solutions that can be

designed and deployed in
days, not months.

Products, assessments, security
and everything you haven’t
thought of - whatever it is and
however fast you need it, we’re
here to help make it happen.

WE GET RETURNING TO WORK
AND SCHOOL SAFELY.
CONTACT TRACING
Contact tracing is the identification of
persons who may have come into contact
with infected persons and the subsequent
collection of further information about
these contacts.

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
THAT STREAMLINE YOUR
SAFETY PROTOCOLS
As organizations prepare their
return to work and school strategies,
key technologies will play a critical
role in addressing concerns to bring
employees, students and teachers
back safely.
With new guidelines and
recommendations around social
distancing, sanitizing practices and
thermal screening, companies and
schools have been tasked with
finding the most relevant and
effective technologies to create a
safe atmosphere. CDW is here to
help organizations build solutions to
create peace of mind for employees
and students alike.
With our strategic focus and key
partnerships, CDW is positioned to
assist organizations in taking proofs
of concept to implementation.

Advancements in technology have made
it possible to enforce distancing guidelines
and maintain records of interactions. This
can be done through body worn sensors
that pick up on who each person
encountered and how long each
interaction lasted.

OCCUPANCY COUNTING
Occupancy counting allows
occupancy to be measured in
real time in order to maintain
safe levels.
Automated solutions reduce
the need for staff to manually
monitor and control occupancy
levels, enabling them to focus
on their day-to-day tasks.
Cameras feed information back
to a display where the current
occupancy can be seen.

Many solutions available allow
administrators to review a
dashboard of proximity events,
receive a contact tracing
report to determine who was
in proximity to an individual
suspected of/or testing
positive for contagions, view
congestion in “hot zones” and
view a variety of data reports.

BEHIND THE SCENES
SOCIAL DISTANCING
Social distancing solutions have
been developed to automatically
measure the distance between
individuals and provide real-time
alerts to remind them to
maintain safe distances.
Solutions are available using either
video analytics or wearables.

CDW has been helping with the many IT challenges different customers have been experiencing
throughout the COVID-19 outbreak and we want to share that expertise and knowledge with you.
Contact your account manager at 800.808.4239 or visit CDW.com/WFH to learn more.
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